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AbMnwt. Let P = (pi 1 i E I} and 8 = {qi 1 i E I} be sets of partis! functions with the same index set 
Z. We say that Cp is an interpolating function (from P to 0) if @(pi) = qi for each i. We give 
simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a monotone interpolating functional. 
Wti show that these same conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a continuous 
interpolating functional if the index set I is finite, but that they are not sufficient if the index set 
is infinite. 

lc Introduction 

Recently, there has been interest in languages for functional programming (see 
[ 1,2]j. In these languages, therl? are two basic entities: 

(a) partial functions and 
(b) functionals (which map partial functions into partial functions). 
Monotone functionals and continuous function& play a fundamental role in this 

research. We therefore consider basic foundational questions as to their existence. 

A partial fun&m from A to B is a function from a subset of A to B. In this 

paper, we will deal with the set SF of Lartial functions from 
set {O, 1,2,. . . , } of natural numbers. If f is a partial function and/ if a is a nntu& , ’ 
number not in the domain of h then we write f(a) = 1) and1 we say that f(a j is 
untiefi~ed, or that f is undefined on a. 

If a and b are elements of N w { I}, th.en we say a E El if either a = b or a = 1. 
If f and g are partial functions, then we say & g if f(x) G g(x) for all x in hus, 
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fc p if whenever f(x) is defined, then f(x) = g(x). Intuitively, f~ g means that f is 
ths restrictiem of g to a smaller (or eclual) domain. 

We say that f and g are compatible if -VZ!L -=qever f(x) and g(x) are both defined, 
the11 f(x) = g(x). Let S = {fi 1 i E I} be a pairwise compatible set of p %rtial functions 
(that is, fi and fi are compatible for each i” and j). Then sup S is 3c fined to be the 
partial function whose value on x is 1 when b(x) is undefined for :. ach i, and fi(x) 
when fi (x) is defined for some i. Note that sup S is well-defined, &ce if fi(X) and 
fits) are both defined, then the values are the same. The partial f unction sup S is 
the smallest partial function such that f csup S for each f in S. Notice that if 

fi6f2S.. . , then {fi} is pairwise compatible. We write limi,, ii = ,z, to mean that. 

flGf2Q l l and sup(h) = g* 
A functional is a mapping from 9 to 1 There are several types, of functionals 

that are of particular interest. A functional f.3 is monotone if it preserves 5, that is, 
if whenever f&g, then @(f) G G(g). A functional is continuous if it is monotoRe 
and preserxpes Emits, i.e., if limi-,,, pi = p, then limi,, (@(pi)) = G(p). 

Let P = ipi 1 i E I) and Q = {qi 1 i E I} be sets of partial functions. We say that @ is 
an inverpokzting functional from P to Q (or simply an interp!kting functiona:) if 
@(pi) = qi for each i. We will consider the existence of monotone or continuous 
interpolating functionals. 

3. Iu~etpolating tunctionals 

Theorem I. Let {pi 1 i E I) and {qi I i E 1) be sets of partial functions with the same 
index set I. Then there exists a motzotone interpolating functional @ if and only if: 

(i) whenever pi G pi, then q, c qil and 
(ii) if pi and pi are compatible, then SO are qi and q,-. 

Proof. Assume first that a monotone interpolating functional @ exists. Then con- 
dition (i) is clearly necessary by the definition of monotonicity. Conditioa (ii) is 
also necessary, because if pi and pi are compatible, then there exists p kh that 
PiGp and P~GP; then qi = @(p&@(p) and similarly 4/t@(p), and SO qi and 41 
are comparibie. 

Suppose now tirat conditions (i) and (ii) hold; we will show t&s: a mokzlotone 
interpolating functional @ exists. Definine @ : 9+ 9 by Q(p) =: gug{qi I pi G p}. (The 
sup over the empty set is the partial function whose domain is empty, Ihat is, the 
partial function that is un;iefiged everywhere.) 

We must first establish that this definition is legal. The set {/Pi (pi tp} of partial 
functions is pairwisle compatible, since each element of this set is opt Condition 
(ii) then implies that {qi lpi CP} is pair&se compatible; thus; dr is well-defined. 

TO show that @ is monotone, we suppose that rl G r2. Then {i IiFi G rl} G (i Ipi G 4. 
Therefore, (141 I pi G 1’1) s {qi I pi 5 rz). It follows that (rl) G cic)[rz),, as desired. 

Finally, we must show that Qj(pk) = qk for all k in I. If pi ~pk, then by (i), q1 t,qk. 
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Thus @(pk) is the sup over a collection of objects &at contains the maximal element 

qk, so @(pk) =‘qk- 

We will give an example later which. shows that the monotone functionar defirzd 
in the above proof is not necessarily continuous, even if the index set I is finite. 

We now show that when the index set I is finite, then the conditions of Theore:m 
1 are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a continuous interpolating 
functional, although this functional may not be the one constructed in the above 
proof. 

Thesrenm 2. Suppose that {pi 1 i = 1, . e . , IT.) and {qi 1 i = 1, . . . . , n) lzre jinite sets of 
partial functior.i.s in S Then conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 up ? necessav aEd 
suficien t condib’ions for the existence of a cou tin uous interpolating fm wtioml. 

Proof. The necessity of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from The{ Irem 1, since if 
a continuous functional exists, it muit be monotone. However, a:; we noted, the 
straightforward construction of @ used iru Theorem 1 does not neczessarily yield a 
continuous functional, so we must work a little harder to show tie sufficiency of 
(i) and (ii). 

Suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hozd. For each i and k between 1 and n for 
which it is false that pi opt, choose xik as follows: 

If pj ;xnd Pk are not compatible, then pick xjk such that pj and pk are both defined 
but unequal on Xjka Such an xjk is certain to exist by the definition of compatible. 

Otherwise, pick Xjk SO that pi(X) ia defined and Pk(X) is not. Sincle pi and pk: are 
compatible but it is false that pi G t‘s, such a point Xjk must exist. 

Intuitively, xjk is a witness to the iL -3 that pi and Pk are incompatible, or that 
pi !Z pk does not hold. Let D be the se.i of all witnesses Xjk chosen in this way. Thlen 
D is a finite set, since there are only a finite number of pi’s* Definite E;I; to be the 
restriction of pi to D, that is, pi (x) = pi(x) if x E D, and pi (x) = _l_ otherwise. Finally, 
define the functional @(r) = sup(qi 1 pi _ c= r}. We now show that @ has the necessary 

properties to be an interpolating functional. 
Qz is well-defined. We need only to show that {qi jp: c r} is a c!.3mpatible 

set. Suppose that for som e r, this set contained two elements, say qj and qk, 
that were incompatible. By property (;i), pE and & must be incompatible. 
Hence, D must contain a witness xi/c tJch that that ipi and Pk are deficed and 

unequal on xjke But then it is impossible that both pi G r and P: G r, which is a 
contradiction. 

@ is monotone. If rl KG r2, then {i Ipi KG tl} c {i Ipi G rz}, and thus @(,*I) G @(r& 
@ is continuous. This is where the finiteness of the num’ber of Pi’s (and hence of 

D) is used. Suppose rl G r2 G a * . and limidao Pi = r. For each x in 11, there ,is some 
integer m, s.t. ri(x) = r(n) for all i with i 2 m,. (This is true even if r(x) = __, since 
in this case ri(x) = _I_ for all i.) Since D is finite, we can set m = max{m,X 1 x E D]b. 
Then r and ri agree on all points of D for i 2 m ; hence, @(ri) must lbe djlr) id i 3 
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For t:a:h i, we know that @(pi j G @(Q+I) by the monotonicity of @. mtus limi,, @($I 
exists and equals e(r). 

@<Pk) =qk for k = 1,2, . . . , n. Since p; !&Pk, it follows that qk E (9.1 p: G pk}. So, 
qk Esup{qilpf fpk) = a(~~), Before showing the reverse inequality we make the 
observation that if jp; ~pk, then in constructing 13) $1 was impossible ! o find a witness 
$+k such that pj(xjk) Epk (x& fail; hence it fOllOVVS that pi Gi& 

NOW, 

@‘(pk) =:: sup{qj 1 pi G Pk) (by definition) 

c sup{qj 1 pj G ok) (by the above observation> 

= qk- 

WC have shown that @(p&qk and that qk ‘Z @(j&)* I-Hence @{Pk) = qk- 

When each of the pi’s are total functions (that is, when each has domain N), then 
there is a particularly simple condition that characterizes when there is a continruous 
interpolating functional. 

Theorem 3. Suppose that {pi 1 i = 1, . . . , n) is a finite set of total functions in 9, and 

that {qiJi=l,..., n j is a finite set of partial functions in 9. 7?aen a necessary and 
sufficient condition fc.r the existence of a continuous interpolating functional is that 
whenever pi = pi, ther; qi = qh 

ProofU Since pi is tot& there is no p in $ other than pi itself such that pi ~,p. THUS, 
conditions (i) and (ii) are each equivalent to the condition that pi = pi implies 91s Q. 
The result then follopva immediately from Theorem 1. 

4. Counteifexfampl~erJ 

We first show that the construction of Thc,orem 1 (which produces a monfstane 

func tional) does not necessarily produce a continuous functional, even if the? index 
set I is finite and if the pi’s and qi’s are total. Let po and 40 be the constant fun&x 

that is identically 0. Let {pi I i E I} and {qi I i E I} of Theorem 1 be the singleton sets 
{po} and {qoj, respectively. It is easy to verify that .in this case, the functional @J as 

defined in the proof of Theorem 1 maps p. into qo, and maps ever)l other partial 

function p into the partial function In that is undefined everywhere. We now show 

that @ is not continuous. For i = 1,2 , . . . 9 let r; be t,he partial function with Y,(X) = 0 
when x s i and with ri(x) = _L otherwise. The; lim+.ati =;9 pop and SO @(limi+wri) = 

owever , (ri) = luimi,,O = 0. Hence, (liEi+cQ~i) Z: 
), which chows that 1s not continuous. 
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We now show that if the index set I is infinite, then conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorems 1 and 2 are not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a continuous 
interpolating functional. 

For each integer n a 0, let pn be the characteristic function of n, that is, pn (/II) = 1 
and pn(i) = 0 for i .# n. Lei ~0 and 4~ be 1:he constant’ function that is identically 0, 
and for i > 0 let qi be the cX;nstant function that is identically 1, We nsw show that 
there can be no continuous functional dz s,uch that @(pi) = qi for caclti i 2 0. Assume 
that there were a continuous interpolating functional @. as before, let ri be the 
partial function with ri(x) = 0 if x s it, ti ed with ri(x) = 1. otherwise. We will demon- 
strate that @(rk) must be 0, the totally u ndefined partial fGrnc.i;:tin, for each k. This 
leads to a contradiction, however, since we woulid then have qa = &(po) = 
@(lim j+oo ri) = lim i+*@(ri) = lim i-&2 =f 0, but the leftmost term is ci~n9 the constant 
zero function. 

We now substantiate the claim that @(rk j = f2 for each k. First notice that rk c yk +I ; 
so, by monotonicity of @, it follows that @(Q) E @Qk+l) = Q,+ the constam one 
function. On the other hand, rk up OS so by monltronicity of @, It follows that 
@(r,J c @( po) = qo, the constant zera fu.nction.‘The only way it Is possible that @(rk) 
is less than or equal to both the constant zero functioa? and the clonstant one function 
is that @(Q) = 0, which was to be shown. 

5. Related Work 

There is a natural generalization of the ideas presented above: Instead of dealing 
with partial functions from N to N, one can investigate (total) functions from A to 
B, where B is a set partially ordered by G . The definition of G for functions from 
A to B is simply: f~ g iff f(x) s g(x) for all x E A. To fit our case into this 
generalization, we would let P, =N and B=Nu{.l_) with the a.rtial order on ES 
given by x s y if x G jr (as defined above). The reader interested in constructing 
continuous functionals interpolating such functions should coilsult [3] for some 
relevant theory. 
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